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I N T E R I O R  S H A D I N G

Still improving ...



HORIZONTAL (VENETIAN) BLINDS
Use of horizontal blinds is versatile and their colour range allows harmonic matching of colours
in the room with colourful accessories to create a pleasant atmosphere matching your taste.
The advantage of Venetian blinds is, first of all, easy control, speed of fitting, minimum
maintenance and mainly their price affordability.

FABRIC ROLLER BLINDS
They give the possibility to achieve perfect overall shading effect linked to the architectural design
of interiors, and are an ideal decorative and practical accessory. A sensitively chosen type of fabric
roller blinds allows harmonic matching of colours in the room with colourful accessories to
create a pleasant atmosphere to your taste. Wide choice of fabrics and types of fabric roller blinds.

PLISSE FABRIC BLINDS
An exceptionally flexible, elegant and very decorative element to your windows. Plisse blinds
are a very effective, perfect and aesthetic way of shading. The shading material is a special
plisse fabric. Due to its versatility and wide range of fabric colours, plisse is an excellent
and elegant accessory to boost any modern interior.

DAY-NIGHT TEXTILE ROLLER BLINDS
A very practical accessory for perfect shading effect. Following the architectural design of your
interior, they are the perfect decorative and practical accessory. Wide range of materials and
types of fabric roller blinds allows you to align the intensity of shading and full colour harmony.

WOODEN BLINDS & BAMBOO BLINDS
Stylish, aesthetic and luxurious interior accessory completing and empowering the feeling
of perfect elegance and harmony in every detail. Natural material and workmanship quality
can always charm you with its simple beauty, utility and durability.

VERTICAL BLINDS
A representative accessory to your work environment. It will elegantly complement your
interior and completely replace curtains or drapes. Its advantages include the ability to shield
large areas. It will surprise you with a series of unexpected effects of light and space.
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